The book was found

When The Sky Falls
The sky burns with shooting stars. When some of them hit the ground, the very earth trembles -- and horrifying new creatures and magic arise. This event book serves as a guide for DMs and players whose world is struck, and struck hard, by a meteor. Following the model of the popular event book Requiem for a God, D&D Epic Level Handbook designer Bruce Cordell brings you When the Sky Falls. This book presents a variety of new prestige classes for characters close to ground zero, a variant magic system powered by residual meteor fragments, and many new feats and spells. When the Sky Falls also describes frightening new monsters -- creatures twisted by their proximity to the Afterfall.
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Customer Reviews
This was one of the most exciting products I purchased in a while. Although not for everyone, the possibilities here are campaign changing. A huge rock falls from the sky, wiping out everything around it. That alone is game-changing. But what if it was hollow? What if it contained the essences of a lost race? What if it was a piece of a defeated divine power? Think about the dinosaurs, think about The Kingpriest and Istar, think about the Final Fantasy movie. All are possibilities now. If there was one thing I'm changing, it's the section where the detail the guardians that come along with one type of meteorite. I decided instead that I'd use some of the monsters and templates already published that didn't have a home yet in my campaign. (Like the prismatic roperr or steel predator.) Dollar for dollar, it's worth every penny.